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Kara Danvers’ eyebrows crossed in confusion as William Dey had cut off 
their conversation midway. His eyes widened in fear and existentialism 
as he was staring at the huge wall of television screens in media mogul, 
Ms Grant’s office. Kara turned to see what had caught his undivided 
attention. The only thing she could see was the daily update from NASA 
on one of the multiple news stations. In a movement so quick that it even 
startled Kara, William jumped up out of his chair and grabbed his wallet 
before bolting out of Kara’s super eyesight. 
 
Frantic to get back to the quiet atmosphere of ‘Supergirl’ Dude Ranch 
near Midvale, William wildly careened out of his office area as soon as 
he realized what day it was today. The investigation had completely 
taken control of his consciousness these last few weeks, not to mention 
how bizarre Kara Danvers had been acting. None of that mattered at the 
moment as he rushed out of the doors of CatCo in a flurry. Today was 
the first day in so many years that there would be no asteroid in 
Earth-38’s solar system. The first day in so many years he will not have 
the ability to maintain a humanoid form. 
 
Confusion enveloped Kara as her mind just tried to process what on 
Krypton just happened. Determined to help out her friend, she took off 
towards the direction William had taken before disappearing. Using her 
super speed, she undressed down to her super suit and suddenly she 
was out of CatCo in the blink of an eye. She was so dazed with 
bewilderment, she accidentally nudged someone as she took off in 
search of William. 
 
She found William shortly later in quite the predicament. William was 
hiding in the far back corner of an alley a few streets away from their 
place of work. As she stepped closer, the most bizarre thing happened.  
 
In the blink of an eye, the William Dey she had come to know, and 
respect was, well, a horse? And not any horse in fact, but her best friend 
Comet the Super-Horse! 
 
After the moment of confusion had worn away, Kara was overjoyed to be 
reunited with her seemingly long-lost friend.  



 
Later that day, some of the most peculiar news stories covered the 
media outlets. The Midvale Newspaper reported that Supergirl and a 
magical white steed had been spotted enjoying the lovely spring 
afternoon. CatCo reported an incident where Supergirl had accidentally 
bumped into billionaire heiress, Lena Luthor, as she was on her way to 
drop off her wife’s lunch for the day, while Kara happily reported to her 
wife, Lena, that she wasn’t the only one that fell for the good, old glasses 
trick as she recounted how William Dey/Comet the Super-Horse had 
been just as naïve. 
 


